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We prove that for each integer I > 1 there exists a number r = r(l) > 1 such that every finite 
poset P of length I - 1 contains an element a satisfying 
no. of antichains of P containing a 1 
a-- 
total no. of antichains of P r’ 
For the case 1= 2, P = 8.807 will do. A consequence is that every finite distributi1.e lattice C 
whose poset of join-irreducibles has length one contains a prime ideal I satisfying 4 < iIl/lLl< 8. 
In the other direction, \AV show that r(2) cannot be chosen less than 4.3865297. 
All pal tially ordered sets considered in this paper will be finite. An antichain 
(chain) of a partially ordered set P is any set of pairwise noncomparable 
(comparable) elements of P. The kngtti of P is one less than the maximum 
cardinality of a chain in P. 
.I. For ec,ch, integer I! > 1, there exists a number r = r( 1) > 1 such that 
every finite partially ordered set P of length at most I- 1 contains an element (7 
satisfying 
no. of arttichains of P contaitzing a 1 --a_ 
total no. of antichaim of P r’ 
r can be any number satisfying I’ 221 and 
jr- f)‘G(2 -21/r)‘. (1) 
the case i = 2, (1) and a hand 
‘!I4 Biil %mis 
1~; the other direction, t&ipugh detailed ca’:culations on a particular family of 
finite partially ordered sets ipf length one, WC.: can establish the following lower 
tmmd i’os r(2). 
T&ieo~e-m X.3. r(2) b 4.3865297. 
‘l’hc reader may wonder why the case I -12 deserves such special attention. This 
is ~plsined irk the next section; along the wa), we shall derive Corollary 1.2 from 
I’hr:c~r:n~ 1.1. In the last two sections we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. 
I his paper arose from an attempt to solve the following problem. 
i+) Is there d number r 2 2 such that eveq finite distributive lattice L contains 
a prime ideal I satisfying 
Corollary 1.2 settles a spec’4 case, bl’.t the problem is still open; it is 
conjectured that the answer is also yes in general, perhaps even with the same 
value of r which is obtaineld in Corollary 1.2. (*) was asked by Colbourn and Rival, 
with the idea that a positive answer may help in proving that the isomorphism 
problem for finite distributive lattices has subexponential complexity. (3y the 
isomorphisrn problem we mean: how io determine whether two given finite 
distributive lattices are isomorphic.) 
Let L be a finite distributive lattice and let J(L) denote,: its partiaily ordered set 
( poset) of join-frreducibles. From the theor:; of distributive lattices (set: [2]), the 
elements of L may be considered as being antichains of J(L), and ir. particular, 
each join-irreducibl e element of I_, gets iclentlfied with itself (considered as a 
one-element antichain). BJsing this rdentificsrtion, if (1 E J(L), then an antichain A 
of J( L ) is in [a, II_] if and only if there is x E A such that Y 2 a. Since we may 
replace ‘prime ideal’ in (:k) by ‘prime dual ideal’, it follows that (*) is equivalent 
to: 
(*‘) is ihere a number r 3 2 such that every finite poset .P contains an element ca 
satisfying 
1 no. of antichair,: of P containing an eknent >a --z=---.-- 1 -- .-_-_ -- --<~---‘? 
Y total no,. of anti&aim of P r 
Abbreviate the above numeratz and denomirztor by N(a a) and N respec- 
tivel:r. Similarly, l-tt N(a) denote the number of antichains of P containing Q. 
l’nviall~, IV(a) G N(% a) 6 IV. It is not hard to prove that if ~7 is a minimal ekment 
of P, then N(a) -t- 11’(2 a) = N. This fact- a special case of a result of Berman and 
Kiihler [I], will be used below and (with its dual) in Section 4. 
We claim that, if P has length one, then Theorem 1.1 solves (*‘) in the 
aAirmative (and henIce Corollary k.2 follows). If a is a maximal element of P, this 
is clear; we need anly observe that at most half of the antichains of P contain a. 
Suppose a is a minimal element of I? Since N(a) +r\l(aa) = IV, 
as claimed. 
Originally, Thr,orem 1.1 was proved for the case I = 2; this done, however, it 
was obvious that with very few changes th;, c, ame proof would give the result for 
cliny 1. Unfortunately, this doesn’t seem to help in soiving (*‘) in general. 
Note. The following question of Rosenthal (private communication) is eqwival- 
ent to (*‘): is there a number r ?=2 such that every fir&e poset P contains an 
element u satisfying 
I< no. of order ideals of P containing a < ~ -- 1 3 
r total no. of order ideals of P -r ’ 
Let us observe at the outset that r 321 is necessary. Consider the -Joset K with 
elemtnts 
and satisfying 
a’i c akI if and only if i <k. 
‘Then K contains 2’7 - 1+ 1 nntichaks of which Z!“-’ contain any particuiar 
element of K, and r 321 follows. 
Let P be a finite poszt. Again, if a E P. let N(a) and N denote the number Q$ 
antichains of P containing a. and the total number of antichains ctf P, respectively. 
Fo; each integer I A * ’ 0, let xi denote the number of i-ckrm~nt antichains pi 1”. Note 
x0 = 1 (we allow $4 as an antichain) and x1 = (PI; also, there is a positive inleger w, 
called the width of P, such that Xi = 0 exactly if i > W. Ck~%y, C:_Ltj & -7. N. 
calculating the car 
216 
in two ways, we have that 
If r is a real number such that 
for every a E P, then N I== rN(a) for every ‘1, and so 
X, i x,=iP\- N>r x N(c:)=r f ixi. 
, L 0 at P i =,I 
Thus we would be done if we could find 2111 ra21 so that 
v: 
X1 1 Xi s r i iXi 
t-=0 i ~(1 
for al! firite posets P of length 1-- 1. 
SJ~,pOS~ P has length I - 1. We next wish to find bounds for the numbers xi. 
Since P t-as at least one w-element antichain, Xi 2((r) for all i. On the other hand, 
from Dib&orth’s Theorem P can be writttzn as the union of w chains, each of 
COUTSC having at most I elements. Thus it is easy to see that .q s (r)li for each i. 
In particular s , s Iw, and it would be er;ough to prove that 
Iw 2 xi d I i 1x, (2) 
i ~~(1 I -=o 
for s3mc r. We I;lav i-rwritc (21 as 
I h/r j 
c llu ri)x, %I i (ri-lW)& 
i ..e (J i - [Iw/rl+l 
where each side is a sum of nonnegative ;erms ([ ] denotes the greatest integer 
fun&n). Since 
for each i, ir \~~t~li:r;i he enough to prove tt at 
’ (T; - Iw !(‘:.I to both sides ant: simplifying, we get 
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so it would be enough to prove 
Clw/rl 
c (lw-ri)l’ W 0 G (r -21)MQ”--‘. i=l i (3) 
Now consider the function 
f(x) = (a - bx) 1,’ 
where a, b > 0 and i> 1 are constants. .4 little calculus shows that f attains its 
maximnm at x = u/b - l/log I< u/b. In particular, every term of the left side of (3) 
is less than 
which simplifies to 
r llWlT w 
log 1 ( ) Iwjr., ’ 
Therefore it would certainly be enough to prove 
b r 1lwlr w -.- 
r log t ( ) iW/r 
c (r-21)w2w-1, 
or, simplifying, 
21 1lwlr 
log 1 
qr-2z)2w. 
From Stirling’s formula 
a!= % 0 
a 
d27ra e”““““’ (0 C a < 1) 
we deduce, after some calculation, 
(:)< (&--‘(fy e”‘12”J~~~. 
After some more calculation, we get 
(I,w/,) < (--+~-v’y” (f ’ e!‘(‘2 r’ dTGl,itr _ ~) . 
Plugging this into l.4) and simplrfy ing yields 
ence it would be enoug 
(4) 
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and 
I 
(r- 0 
21 w 
lwlrs 2_- 
t i r 
(6) 
hot h hold. 
At this point we must assume w 3 2, but we will handle the case cv = 1 
seDarately at the end of the proof. 
First consider (5). If r ~441, then 
and (5 1 would follow if 
2e ““zW’ < a,-, 1 /-- 
37G 
g l+pjy--’ 
Ii is easy to see that we need only check the case 1 = w == 2, that is, 
ar~ci a hand calculator verifies this. SCI (5) is true whenever r 349 (and w 32). 
(?n the other han d, (6) simplifies to 
(r- 1)‘W2-21/r)‘, (1) 
and since (for fixed I) the left side is a pol!rnomial in r and the right side 
exponential in r, it is clear that (1) is true for large enough r. Putting r = Al, (1) 
becomes 
(AI - I)‘< (2 --2/A)“’ 
which simplifies to 
IA - i)f W2- 2/A)h. 
We claim that this fails for 2 c A G4, even with i = 2. Let 
g(A) _ (2-2/AT 
- 
A-1 * 
Then g is increasing for A 2 2 and g(S) -C 2, and the claim folows. 1 ilerefore any 
so!utior~ of ( 1) must satisfy r’ :s 4C, and hence rnu:)t also be a solution of (5). Final:, , 
WC simplv observe that if w = I (hat is, P is a chain), then Iv = 1+ 1 while 
I\‘( u ) = 1 ior any ~a E P, SO that any solution 01’ (1) is more than sufficient. This 
completes the proof of T’heorzm 1.1. 
‘I’heorem 1.1 Is not true Ikf ‘antichzin is rep,aced by ‘maximal antichain’. Let 
P=AUB,whereA=(a,,a, . . . . . u,JandB=.b& ,..., b,}areantichains,and 
~1, < b, if and only if i # (. Then P has length one, and the!-e are exactly n +2 
at antichains, of whit only two contain aa3y particular- element of P. 
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Also, notice that the proof of Theorem 1.1 is nonconstructive. In view of a 
remark in Section 2 it would be of interest to fmd a constructive proof. For posets 
of length one, for instance, it seems reasonable that we ougb t to be able to choose 
the element a of Theorem 1.1 as the- element”ofJe& ‘de&e’, that is, having the 
least number of elements comparable to it. However, t-his is false in general. Let 
P = A U B U{x), where A = (&‘&, . . . ; a, rl) and R =(br:, b2, . . . , b,,) are an- 
tichains, a, < bi for all i and j, and x < bi for 1 C i d it. Then P has length one, and 
x is the unique element of least degree. The reader can easily check that 
N = T2” +2”+2+2” - 2 while N(x) = 2n”1 + 2” - 1. Hence N(x)IN + 0 as n 4 03. 
We discuss the order of r(l) as a function of 1. It is tiot diBicnlt to show that 
r = C1 log 1, for example, satisfies (1) for some constant C, bu; that I = Cl will not 
do for any C. Thus r(l) is at worst slightly more than linear in 1. On the other 
hand, we have seen that r(l) a 21. Could r(r) be linear in I? 
Finally, a few words about graphs. The case 2 = 2 of Theorem 1.1 can be 
rephrased in graph-theoretic language as: 
Every finite bipartite ‘graph G contains a vertex which is in more than one-ninth 
of the independent sets of G. 
Can Theorem 1.1 be generalized to (finite) graphs? At least two possibilities 
come to mind; one could investigate all graphs with a given chromatic number, or 
even all graphs not containing a complete subgraph of given size. (Note: Recently 
Erdos has extended Theorem 1.1 to the class of all I-chromatic graphs. Moreover 
he has shown that a further extension of Theorem 1.1 to all graphs not containing 
a K+, is impossible.) 
4. The proof ril Theorem 13. 
We already know from Section 3 (by considering what one would call ‘complete 
bipartite’ posets) that r(2) 3 4. To improve on this bound we investigate a more 
general class of posets of length one. Let n an.d k be positive integers with IZ 3 k. 
Define the k-crown of order n to be the poset Ck(n) = A UR, where A = 
{a,, u2, -. * 9 q,} and B =(b,, bZ, . . . , b,) are antichains, and a < bj if and only if 
j_-i=0, 1,. . . , or k -- 1 modulo n. For example, CJ7) is Jlustrated in Fig. 1. Note 
C4(7) 
Fig. 1. 
that Cl(n) is just the disconnected union of n 2-element chains, C*(n) Is what is 
usually known as a crown, and C,(n: is complete bipartite. 
For each n31k31, let 
rk(n) = 
total no. of antichain of C,(n) --_- .- 
no. of antichains of C,(n) containing a ’ 
where a is some element of Ck(n). (Note that, by the symmetry of c(:k(n), rk(n) is 
irldegendent of the choice of 0.) Letting ‘J =supnBkal rk(n), we have r(2)aR. In 
this section we shall show: 
(i) R =4.3865297+ (and is, incidemqily, an algebraic number); 
(ii) for fixed k, (rk(rir)}~=‘=k -5 increasirq.:: 
(iii) R = lim ,,_,rk(n) if and oflly if k ‘= 6. 
First, a !ittle advertising in suppcrt *.,I these results. Counting antichains in 
posets has an honourable history. For instmce, it is a long-established and difficult 
problem to find the order of the free distlibutive lattice on n generators; yet, this 
problem is equivalent to nothing more than counting the number of antichains in 
the Boolean lattice 2”. It is therefore ‘u; we!-ome surprise that such precise and 
satisfying results can be achieved for \ -cl 1s. 
Back to the proof. Let N(P) denote 1;~ : 1 izr of antichains of ?he poset P. To 
calculate N(C,(n)), we must introduce a. +ia. r family of posets of length one. If 
II, 1, and k are positive integers such that 1 Sk, let A,(n, 1) be the poset with 
elements 
Guch that the x;‘s and yi’s each form an antichitin, and 
xi < yi if and only if lsi-j+lSk. 
For example, Fig. 2 illustrates A,(?‘, 2). Observe that 
(i) A,(n, l)-[x1) sAk(n - 1,1) Iwhenever rp > 1; 
(ii} Ak ( I:, !) -{x1} = ‘41, (n - 1, I+ 1) whenever n > 1 and 1-C !- ; 
(iii) Ak(h, k)-(y,]=A,,(n --1, k) whenever n> 1; 
(iv) Ak(n, k)-{y,}=A&& I<-- 1) whenever k 7 1. 
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tit ak(q, I) = N(A,(n, 0). Then 
. (ij ak(l, 1) = 2’ + 1; 
(ii) for l<i’c and n>l, uk(n, l)=i&(n-1, l)-+-c;:,k(n.-~, l+l); 
(iii) for n, k > 1, &h b= ak(n - 1, 1)+2~&1- 1, k). 
(i) is obvious. 
(ii) Since W%Jn, I)) = N(AAn, 1) --[X&F N(AJn, I) -(x1)), this follows from 
the above observations. 
(iii) As in (ii), we: get akh h = a&, k-P)+ x,,(pt-- 1, k). Using (ii) with l= * 
k - 1 yields the result. 
IA .2. For k < n, 
(ii) 
k-1 ak(n- k, i) 
rk(n)=3+ c 
i=l a& -k, k) l 
(i) NICk~n))=N(Ck(n)-~bl])+N(CkCn)-(bl)) 
= NtAkcn - l;, k)) + N(C,(@ - $1)) 
=ak!n-k, k)+N((~k(n)-(b~})-(b2~‘)+Ibl(ck(n.)-{b~, && 
=akb-k9 b+N(Ak(n-k, k--~))+~(~k(~)-({bl~ h2)) 
=a,tn-k,k)+a,(n-k., k-l)+N(C,(n)-(~l,b*}) 
=. . . 
= aictn - k, i) + N(Ck(n)-+.$ b2, . . . , &-I]) 
i=2 
= i cl,l,@-k, i)+N(A,(n- k t 1, kJd) 
i=2 
= i %f.n-k, i)+Qk(n-k+ 1, k) 
i-2 
- k, i) + a,(n - k, I) +-2akjn - k, k) 
k--l 
=3Uk(P1-k,!;ji- ak(n - k, i). 
i=l 
where we used Lemma 41 (iii) for the secsml- 
The beginning of the proof of (i) shows t 
;pins of C, (12) ~~~~tai~~~g bI. T 
er of 
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U&I, l), and so get N(C,(rz)) and Q&). But first it will be convenient to define 
i 
ca,(n - k, 1) if ,k < n, 
ai(n, I) = 2n+‘-k-1 if in S k < n + 1, 
0 if $n + 1% k, 
for all positive integers n, k, 1 with I s k. The efiect of this is to introduce new 
(artificial) initial values for thle recurrence relation in Lemma 4.1, with th,a 
consequence that certain inductive proofs later on will be easier to handle. The 
next lemma shows that this definition is natural, at least in that Lemma 4.1 still 
holds for the al,(n, I)‘s. 
(i) a’,(l, 1) = 
ifl=k: 
otherwise ; 
(ii) for I< k ad n > 1, ui(n, 1) == ai,(n - 1, 1) + ai(n - 1, I + 1); 
(iii) for E, k > 1, u!Jn, k) = a;(n -- 1, 1)+2aL(n - 1, k). 
Proof. (ii immediate. 
(ii) If n > k + 1 this is Lemma 4.1(G). If n = k + 1, then 
ai(n - 1, 1) + ai(n - 1, I + l_) = a;(k, 1) + a@, I + 1) = 1+2’ 
= O’,ik -i 1,1) = ai(n, I). 
If n Sk, ther? 
aL(n - 1, 1) + a’,{m - 1, I + I) = O+ ai(n, 1) = al,(n, I). 
(iii) If n > k + 1 this is Lemma 4..l(iii). If n = k + 1, then 
a#~--1, 1)+2ai(n ‘-1, k)=ai(k, ~)+:la~(k,k)=1t-2.2k-1=:l+2k 
-= a;(k + 1, k: = a&(n, k). 
If ul s k, then 
aLin-- 1, 1)+2~i(rl-- 1, k) =0+2 l 2”-2=2n‘e1 = aL(n, k). 
Also, from Lemma 4.2, 
k-l 
NCkW) = 3ai(n, k)+ c aL(n, i) 
i-1 
and SO, $etting b&t, 1) = a[(n, I)/ai,(n, k), we have that 
k-l 
rk(n) = 3+ z- b,(n, i). 
i=l 
(7) 
(8) 
bJe pause to I00 en Lemma 4.3 beco 
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Table 1 
-- 
n 123 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
a;(n, 1) 0 0 0 1 3 8 20 48 113 263 
a$(n, 2) 0 0 1 2 5 12 28 65 150 345 
a$(n, 3) 0 1 2 4 9 20 45 102 232 529 
a;h, 4) 1 2 4 8 17 37 82 184 416 945 
N(C,(n)) 3 7 15 31 68 151 339 - 767 1743 3972 
r,(n) 3 3.5 3.75 3.875 4 4.08 4.134 4.168 4.19 4.203 
system of recurrences 
&Cl, I) = I 1 if 1= 4, 0 if 2=1,2, or 3, 
Q~(PZ, i) = al;@ - 1, l)+ a,\(ra - 1, I + 1) for n > 1 and I= 1,2, or 3, 
ai(n, 4) = a!& - 1,l) +2a:(n - 1,4) for n > 1 
and (7) and (8) become 
WXn)) = 3ai(n, 4)+ i Q;~(PI, i) 
i= 1 
and 
r4(n) = 3 + i b&z, i), 
i=l 
where E&z, i) = ai(n, i)/ai(n, 4). In Table 1 we exhibit the values of ai(n, l), 
N(C,(n)), and r&r) for 1 G I G 4 and 1 G n G 10. In particular, C,(7), illustrated in 
Frg. 1, hzis exactly 339 antichains, and r4(7) is approximately 4.134. Notice that 
zhe r,&)‘s appear to increase. 
Next we establish a more useful recurrence for the ai(n, I)%. 
a# -t- 1,E) = 3ak(n, I)- a;.n - i, E). 
i= 1 
. When n = k, ihe right side becomes 
i=l 
as claimed. Proceeding by induction on n - k, we have, if 1< k, 
L$(n + I, 1) = a;(& l)-tagn, 1+ I) (by Lemma 4.3(ii)) 
k -1 
= 3aL(n -. 1, I)-- C u&(n - 1 -i, 1)+3a;(n - 1, I+ 1) 
i-1 
k-l 
- C u;(n--l-i,Z+l) 
i=l 
:c- I 
= 3a’,(n, 1)- x a;(n - i, I) 
i -1 
(by Lemma 43(ii)) 
;?qd similarly if 1 = k. 
Eema 4.5. FOP all positive integers n, k, I,, I2 such that II s 1,~ k, 
a;(n, I, i * ai(n ‘f 1, 1,)s a;(& 1,) * aL(n + 1, I,). 
Proof. We indtxt on n. If n : k, this is an easy consequence of the definition of 
a ;( n. I ), and Is left to the reader. Wlhen n = k, we get 
a;(/~, I,) - aL(k + 1, &J = 2’1~‘@+ 1) = 2’1+‘~-~ +2’1-’ 
S21 I +I,--1 +2&-l s 24-‘(2’t+ 1) 
= a;(k, 1,) . a:(k + 1, I,), 
a6 claim<:d. Now choose n > k and assxne that 
a;(m, I, 1 * a;tm -t- 1, 1,)s a;(?& I,) - agm + 1, II> 
hold:; for ali m c n. Then 
a;( m, 1, b/al(m, I,)& a:(m + I, I,)/a;(m + 1, &) 
for all m <n, which implies ths.t 
a;(m,, I,J/&(m,, I,& a;(m2* Il.)lak(iQ, /J 
aid thus 
GJm,, 4) * a;h bFaa:b,, 12) a u;(m2, 1,) 
holds for all ml s m2 s n. Hence, by Lemma 4.4, 
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increasing. 
. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that 
b,(n, 0 = allh O/a!&4 kF ai(n + 1, l)laC(n + 1, k) = b,(n + 1, 1) 
for all 2 6 k, and so the sequence (I! k (n, Z)}r= 1 is increasing for each fixed 1 and k. 
From (8), (rk (n)):, 1 increases for each k. 
An easy induction shows that a&z, 1,) =G ai(n, 12) whenever II 6 1,; in particular, 
6k (n, l) s 1 for all n, k, 1. From Corollary 4.6, lim,_, b&r, I) exists for each k and 
i. Letting bk (I) = lim,,, b,(n, I) and rk = lim,,, q&2), we have from (8) t.hat 
rk =3+ki1 6,(i) 
i=l 
for each k. 
By Lemma 4.3, 
(9) 
bk(n + 1, I) = 
&An + LO = a;(n, I)+ a;(% 1+ 1) -- 
aL(n + 1, k) al,(n, 1)+2a;(n, k) 
for each I < k, and by dividing top and bottom by a@, k) we get 
Letting n ---* 00 and setting Ek 
5 cI) bk +w+l) 
k 
=- 
bk +2 
for each 1< k. 
= bk (l), we have 
Lemma 4.7. For all k and for all 1 =s k, 
bk (1) 
bk 1 
=b,i+(b, + l)(b, +L)k-1 ’ 
Since & (n, k ) = 1 for all. n and k, bk( Ic) = 1 also. Thus the statement is true 
for 1 l k. Let 1~ k and proceed by reverse induction. By (lo), 
bk 1 _---------_-=- 
bk t- - B,+& + l)(b, -t 2y+’ 
I 1 z - b&k +2)+ -I__ 
a)k +2 bk f 1 (bk - l)(bk +2)k-‘T 
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Cor~Uary 4% For each k, 
bZ(b, +2p -’ = 1. 
1prooE. Put 1 = 1 in Lemma A.7 and simplify. 
L,emnlia 4.9. For euch I., 
k-3 
f-k =4+- 
l+b,” 
roof. ( 10) can be rewritte:; as 
b,(l+ i)=b,(l)(b,-t 2)-bk. 
‘I’hUS 
or 
and so 
k 1 
c (k -2)!,, + 1 
t -1 
b,(i)--h+-f-. 
k 
From (O!, we have 
r. =3+~k--~)bk~=/+k-3 h 
bk + 1 1 +b,” 
Cordlary 4.10. For each k, rk is Q root of the polynomiat 
(X-4)2~2(k-1)--x)k--1-(k$_1-X)k+1. 
Proof. The case k = 3 is trivial, because Lemma 4.9 implies that r3 = 4. Xf k # 3, 
then from Lemma 4.9 w’t get 
b, = 
rli - 4. 
k+l-r,’ 
Pluggir~g this into> Corollary G.8 and simplifying yields the result. 
From Corollary 4.8, b, is the unique positive root of the polynomial pk(x) = 
x”(; +2)k-’ - 1. This fact ?ogether with Lemma 4.9 (and Corollary 4.10) can now 
be utilized to calculate r, for as many values of k as we Iike. Table 2 exhihi~ 
(approximations of) b, and rk for k G 8. 
The first three values of k are interesting. For k = 1, the corresponding ?oset 
C‘!C !I ; is just a disconnected union of two-elemenl chains. and it is easy to see that 
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Tabie 2 
k tr, 
1 1. 
2 @- 1); 0.618034 
3 d?--1 k0.4142136 
4 0.2887949 
5 0.2055694 
t\ 0.147899.t 
-i 0.1069194- 
8 ‘LO773903 
rk 
- 
;;5-k&)-3.618034 
4 
4.2240814 
4.3450329 
4.3865297+ 
4.3863673- 
4.3591563 
rl = 3. For k - 2, the poset is just a crown. It is fairly well known hhat the number 
of antichains (of a crown is closely connected to the Fibonacci numbers; therefore 
it is not too surprising that both b2 and r2 are related to the Golden Ratio. We 
have ahr;ady mentioned that r3 = 4 follows from Lemma 4.9, although it doesn’t 
seem to te apparent from the diagram laf C3(.n). 
But of course the most intriguing aspect of Table 2 l,s that the r,‘s appear to 
reach a maximum al k = 6 and then decline. We will now prove that this is in fact 
what happens. 
Lemma 4.11. For all k, 
(2+ 2’l-kV2fl-k)/2~ bk <2(1-W. 
Proof. We need only show pk ((2 + 2(*--k)‘2)(1--af’2) < 0 and p,(2”-k)‘2) a 0, where 
p&) =x2(x t 2)k’-1- 1. Th is is straightforward and is left to the reader. 
fh!mYI#a 4.u!. For k 2 6, rk > rk +1. &we supkrk = r6. 
Pnwf. From the above table, r,> r7> r8. Assume k 2 8. From Lemmas 4.9 and 
4.11, 
and 
r, a4+(k-3)/(1+(2+2”-k”2)‘k-*)‘2) 
SC it would be enough to prove that 
(k-3)/(1+(2+2 Cl-kI/Zyk-lb/Z) ;. (k __2)/( 1 +2k/2) 
hold: for k 3 8. (1 I) car-~ be simplified to 
2”-k)‘%(k--2)(1+2- (k+l)lZ)(k--1)/2 < (k _ 3)J2, 
and since I;m,_,( 1 + 2+k+1)‘2) it is evident that (12 
large k. In fact a calculator s k = 8 is large enou 
Bill Sands 
incidentally, the !irst two inequalities of the prtxeding proof show that 
lim ic-.Jk = 4. 
An obvious open question is to deternline r(2) exacrly, or at least more exactly. 
We non know 4.3865297 < r(2) c 8.&)7. ‘Probably the lower bound is much closer 
10 the truth than the upper bound is. Even r(2) c 5 does not seem unreasonable. 
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